
Basic LADOK data
Course Code: ENGA1E
Application Code: 39137
Semester: HT-22
Start Week: 202235
End Week: 202302
Pace of Study: 50%
Form of Study: Campus

Course Data
Number of questionnaires answered: 2

Number of first registrations[1]: 18

Changes suggested in the course analysis of the previous course
date:
--

PUBLISHED COURSE ANALYSIS

Publishing date: 2023-02-19

A course analysis has been carried out and published by the course convener.

The Karlstad University evaluation tool is owned by the Professional Development Unit and is managed by
the systems group for educational administration.

Business English I, 15.0 ECTS cr. (ENGA1E)
Course convener: Andreas Lind



Analysis based on course evaluation, including comments fields. If information has been collected
in other ways, it should also be analysed here. Any effect of joint courses should be commented



on.

Overall, another solid run of this course, but see below for a glitch that needs to be addressed. 

For the record and with reference to the Spring 2022 course evaluation analysis (in brief, very positive
response to my Zoom classes during the Covid-19 restriction phase followed by surprisingly low/irregular
attendance on campus): in an attempt to bring both versions of ENG A1E closer together and to ensure that
campus students with busy schedules, long commuting distances etc would all be up and running at an early
stage too, I scheduled two optional but recommended joint workshops in Zoom in the opening weeks of the
course. As it turned out, i) only two ENG A1E distance students actually took these bonus opportunities to
socialize and interact with their fellow students and me in real time and ii) the ENG A1E campus students
assured me that they would have shown up for both workshops even if they were they held offline (plus at
least one of the ENG A1E exchange students would definitely have preferred to meet up for the workshops in
person instead). Since the same scenario played out on ENG AT1, there's nothing to suggest that I should give
this alternative approach to scheduling these courses another try. 

Suggestions for changes to the next course date.

The two optional but recommended joint online workshops introduced on trial will be scrapped.

1. Number of first registrations for a course: First registration = the first time a student registers for a specific
course.


